Abstract-It is well known that the motion of a ground moving target may induce the range cell migration, spectrum spread, and velocity ambiguity during the imaging time, which makes the image smeared. To eliminate the influence of these factors on image focusing, a novel parameter estimation algorithm for ground moving targets, namely SKT-DLVT, is proposed in this paper. In this method, the segmented keystone transform (SKT) is used to correct the range walks of targets simultaneously, and a new transform, namely, Doppler Lv's transform (DLVT) is applied on the azimuth signal to estimate the parameters, i.e., the alongand cross-track velocities of targets. Theoretical analysis confirms that no interpolation is needed for the proposed method and targets can be well focused within limited searching range of the ambiguity number. The proposed method is capable of obtaining accurate parameter estimates efficiently in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenario with low computational burden and memory cost. Thus, it is suitable to be applied in memory-limited and realtime processing systems. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by both simulated and real data.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
YNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) has been widely used in many civilian and military applications including moving target imaging and identification [1] - [3] . The motion of a moving target may cause its SAR image defocused and its position shifted/mis-located in a conventional SAR image. Therefore, detection, parameter estimation, imaging and relocation of moving targets have received considerable attention in the radar imaging community [4] , [5] .
For a SAR system with ground moving-target indication (GMTI) [6] , [7] , radar motion and long dwell time produce the large azimuth bandwidth which can be used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, the cross-track velocity may cause range cell migration (RCM) and velocity ambiguity, which may degrade the estimates of cross-and along-track velocities. The along-track velocity and long apertures will cause spectrum spread [8] - [12] . These factors will result in image defocusing when the conventional SAR imaging algorithms are applied. Several methods have been proposed to refocus moving targets. These methods can be classified into two types. In the first type, targets should be detected before parameter estimation [13] - [16] . The image can be well focused with the estimates of motion parameters, which are achieved first by exploiting the RCM induced by the motion. However, these methods perform poorly in the case of the large RCM, spectrum spread or velocity ambiguity. In the second type, moving targets can be well imaged with motion parameter estimates. The methods, such as Keystone transform (KT) based methods [8] , [17] - [19] , 2-D matched filtering method [6] and deramp-keystone based instantaneous-range-Doppler method [11] , are applied without a priori knowledge of motion parameters. These methods are performed in other domains such as range/azimuth frequency or range frequency/azimuth time. However, the methods in [8] , [17] , [18] cannot correct the RCM completely in the case of velocity ambiguity. A subband dual frequency conjugate LVT proposed in [19] has cross terms and may not perform well in a low SNR scenario. For the methods in [6] , [11] , the Doppler spectrum spread cannot be compensated completely because of unknown along-track velocity information [6] or the mismatch of deramp function for the target with large azimuth velocity [11] . Besides, the methods based on sparse signal reconstruction have been employed to estimate motion parameters, specifically, for multi-target scenario [20] - [22] . However, these methods may suffer from heavy computational burden or performance degradation in low SNR scenario.
In [23] , a new parameter estimation method based on KT and Lv's transform (LVT) [24] has been proposed to obtain accurate parameter estimates with low computational burden. For linear frequency modulated (LFM) signals over long-time duration, however, the computational complexity and memory cost of LVT are high, and thus may not suit for real-time processing. In addition, the performance of this method degrades significantly for fast moving targets because of velocity ambiguity.
To deal with the problems of large RCM, Doppler spectrum spread and velocity ambiguity for moving targets, this paper proposes a segmented keystone transform (SKT) and Doppler LVT (DLVT) based method (SKT-DLVT), which uses segmentation to reduce the computational burden and storage memory cost. This method takes into account of processor capability, data rate and SNR and can estimate the parameters with as little prior knowledge as possible. In this method, the SKT is used to correct the range walk and the DLVT is applied on the azimuth signal to estimate the parameters. The major steps of the proposed DLVT include: 1) the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied on the azimuth signal within each segment; 2) the same frequency resolution bins of each segment are selected to construct new series; 3) Doppler KT is employed to correct the frequency walk across the segments; 4) inter-segment LVT is implemented to obtain the parameter estimates.
Unlike the conventional methods in [17] , [18] , [25] , the RCM correction of multiple moving targets in this paper is carried out simultaneously. The proposed estimator is accurate for targets with Doppler spectrum spread and velocity ambiguity and does not have heavy computational burden by applying the parallel processing on SKT and DLVT. In addition, the searching of the ambiguity number is only within a limited range. It is feasible, simple and suitable to be applied in memory-limited and realtime processing systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes the mathematical model of echo signal. Section III describes the proposed parameter estimation method for both slow and fast moving targets. In Section IV, some application considerations, such as the implementation of SKT, the marginal velocity, the parameter estimation strategy for multiple moving targets, the output SNR, the computational complexity and memory cost, are analyzed. Section V processes the simulated and real data to validate the proposed method. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SIGNAL MODELING
This section derives the signal model for a target for simplicity and it can apply to multiple targets easily due to the linearity. The geometry between the flying platform and the moving target is shown in Fig. 1 , where V , v a and v c denote the velocity of the platform, the along-and cross-track velocities of target, respectively. R B is the nearest range between the platform and the target, t is the slow time. According to the geometry, the instantaneous slant range R(t) between the platform and the target can be expressed as [6] , [8] 
Assume the radar adopts LFM waveforms,
where τ is the fast time, i.e., the range time; t = nT (n = 0, 1, · · · N − 1) is the slow time; T is the pulse repetition time;
N is the number of coherent integrated pulses; rect(x) is the window function and equal to one for |x| ≤ 1/2, and zero, otherwise; T p is the pulse width; f c is the carrier frequency; and γ is the modulation rate. The received baseband signal after range compression can be expressed as [6] 
where σ is the backscattering coefficient of the target, G is the range compression gain, w(t) is the azimuth window function [6] , B is the bandwidth of the signal, c is the speed of light, and λ = c/f c is the wavelength. Substituting (1) into (3) yields
From (4), we can also represent the Doppler parameters as
therefore, we just need to estimate the Doppler parameters and can obtain the motion parameters by using the relationship between the Doppler and motion parameters. The cross-track velocity can be determined by the Doppler frequency of a moving target f d , and the along-track velocity can be determined according to the Doppler chirp rate Δk d . Transforming s(t, τ ) in (4) into the range-frequency and azimuth-time domain yields
In (5), the first phase term has no effect on the following processing. The second term is related to the range walk, which can be compensated if we know the cross-track velocity v c of the target. In addition, the large cross-track velocity may cause the Doppler spectrum goes beyond the range of PRF and span neighboring PRF bands. The third term is related to the range curvature and Doppler spectrum spread, which can be compensated if we know the along-track velocity v a of the target. In practice, since a moving target is non-cooperative, we cannot obtain its motion parameters and the problems of the large RCM, Doppler spectrum spread and velocity ambiguity cannot concentrate the energy of the target completely, thereby making the image smeared.
In the next section, we describe a new parameter estimation method. For a slow moving target without velocity ambiguity, this approach can obtain the estimates of targets without a prior knowledge of the motion information. For a fast moving target, i.e., in the presence of velocity ambiguity, this approach can estimate the parameters of targets with limited searching of the ambiguity number.
III. METHOD FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
A. Parameter Estimation for Slow Moving Targets
We first present the algorithm for a target without velocity ambiguity [11] , which satisfies v c ∈ [−PRFλ/4, PRF/λ4] with PRF = 1/T . Since the RCM of a target would affect the accuracy of parameter estimation, the correction of the large RCM should be implemented first using the proposed SKT.
The azimuth signal in (5) is firstly divided into segments with equal length, i.e., the azimuth time of NT is divided into P segments. Then, substituting the scaling formula of the KT, i.e., t seg = f c t aseg /(f + f c ) [17] , [26] , [27] , into the seg-th (seg = 1, 2, . . . , P ) segment yields
where
Performing the inverse Fourier transform on S(t aseg , f) with respect to f yields
From (7), we find that the linear RCM has been removed completely. However, the quadratic RCM remains, which is related
. This term has a minor influence on the RCM for C-band satellite SAR systems. However, for L-band satellites, the quadratic part is relatively large because of larger bandwidth and smaller range resolution cell (better range resolution) and in this situation, the quadratic RCM can be removed efficiently in the azimuth frequency domain. The detailed processing can be referred to [28] . After the quadratic RCM correction, the resulting signal is written as
It can be seen from (8) that the target stays in the right range cell after range migration correction, which can improve the precision of estimation and further obtain a well-focused image. It is obvious that the received signal from all targets in one range cell can be modeled as a multi-component LFM signal after range compression and motion compensation. For simplicity, (8) can be further expressed as
We can obtain that a 1 = f d and a 2 = Δk d ; therefore, the motion parameters, i.e., v c and v a , via parameter estimation of an LFM signal. Then, the question becomes how to efficiently estimate parameters of LFM signals. As we shall see below that our proposed segmentation above will simplify the calculations of the parameter estimation of LFM signals.
For multi-component LFM signals, the conventional timefrequency transform [29] - [33] suffers from performance degradation (even ineffective) because of the cross terms or the low-resolution. These problems can be addressed by applying the LVT for parameter estimation over the range cells. For the LFM signals over long-time duration, however, the computational complexity and memory cost of LVT are high, which would limit its applications. In this paper, a new DLVT method is proposed for parameter estimation. The core steps contain the segmental FFT processing of LFM signals and the intersegment LVT applied on the new series constructed by the same frequency resolution bins of each segment.
Define t q = qT as the intra-segment time where q = 1, 2, . . . , N/P and N/P is the number of samples within each segment, and define t p = pN T /P as the inter-segment time with p = P, P + 1, . . . , 2P − 1. Then, the azimuth time t aseg is rewritten as t aseg = t q + t p and x(t aseg ) can be represented as
p . According to the stationary phase method [34] , the FFT of x(t q , t p ) with t q is computed to be
Since the window function width is smaller than the frequency resolution bin width, i.e., |a 2 | NT /P < P/(NT ), only one sample is within the window function, where |a 2 | NT /P and P/(NT ) are the window function width and the frequency resolution bin width, respectively. It can be seen from (11) that the peak position of the spectrum envelope varies with t p of each segment. The frequency walk, which is larger than one frequency resolution bin, would affect the parameter estimation accuracy. This means that we need to correct the frequency walk when |a 2 | NT > P/(NT ) holds, where NT is the integration time length. To correct the frequency walk, we next propose a Doppler KT across the segments. Equation (10) can be rewritten as
Since t q NT , (13) can be further expressed as
The FFT of x (t q , t p ) with t q is computed to be
From (15), it can be seen that the frequency walk is corrected completely and the target energy has been concentrated into the frequency cell whose frequency satisfies f q = a 1 . The azimuth signal remains as an LFM signal with the frequency a 1 + a 2 NT and the chirp rate a 2 . Then applying LVT to x (f q , t p ) with respect to t p yields (16) where denotes the lag variable and denotes a constant delay related to a scaling operator. 
respectively. Generally, the available chirp rate a 2 is about [−P /(2NT ), P/(2NT )], however, the available frequency a 1 + a 2 NT may be within the range of
Then, a modified method is proposed to estimate the parameters of targets accurately.
According to the estimatedf q andâ 2 , we can calculate the coarse estimate ofâ 1 +â 2 NT , which satisfieŝ
and then construct the searching frequency function 
2 /4 /c with v search and multiplying it to (5) yields
Hence v c can be determined by solving
In the following, the effectiveness of the proposed method is examined under the ideal circumstance. The simulation parameters are listed in Table I . Since we can obtain the motion parameters according to the relationship between Doppler parameters and motion parameters, the relative radial velocity and acceleration between a slow moving target and the radar platform with the values of 10 m/s. and 0.92 m/s 2 , respectively, are given directly for simplicity. And the radar cross-section of the simulated target is set to 1. Fig. 2(a) shows the trajectory of the target after range compression. It is obvious that the signal energy spreads over several range cells. We perform the SKT to correct the RCM and obtain the result in Fig. 2(b) . It is observed that the RCM is eliminated completely. Then segmented FFT is applied to the azimuth signal with the number of segments of 256 and the frequency walk occurs as shown in Fig. 2 (c) (it walks from the 7 th bin to the 8 th bin). The Doppler KT is used to correct the frequency walk and the result is shown in Fig. 2(d) , from which it can be noted that the frequency walk is removed completely. After LVT, as shown in Fig. 2(e) , the target is well focused. The corresponding amplified plot is provided on the center. The frequency and chirp rate with the values of −19.32 Hz and 61.55 Hz/s, respectively, are also estimated. Fig. 2(f) shows the searching result of the inner ambiguity number within the range from −P RF /2 to P RF /2, in which the inner ambiguity number can be easily determined with the value of k amb_in = 14. According to the aforementioned analysis, the final estimates of the relative radial velocity and acceleration between the slow moving target and the radar platform are 9.9991 m/s and 0.9232 m/s 2 , respectively.
B. Parameter Estimation for Fast Moving Targets
For a fast moving target, its Doppler frequency will exceed the mission PRF. In this case, the target spectrum will be overlapped by the mission PRF. The fast moving target satisfies v ∈ k a_out PRFλ/2 + [−PRFλ/4, PRFλ/4], where k a_out = 0 denotes the ambiguity number relative to PRF. In this situation, the aforementioned SKT cannot deal with the RCM completely. The target velocity can be written as
where v amb = PRFλ/2 is the blind velocity and
. Applying SKT to correct the linear RCM and removing the quadratic RCM in the azimuth frequency domain, we can get
It can be noted that the trajectory in the range-time and azimuth-time domain exhibits linear feature and its slope is proportional to the ambiguity number. Therefore, the RCMC/integration method can be well adopted to estimate the slope [28] . This estimator is formulated as
where IFFT denotes the inverse fast Fourier transform. Then, the entropy of an image is employed to determine the estimated value and evaluate the estimation performance. The ambiguity number can be estimated by
What should be pointed out is that the ambiguity number can be estimated accurately and the computational load is relatively low because the searching number k amb_out is an integer. By performing the entropy of an image, we can get a reliable result of ambiguity number in medium-to high-SNR scenarios, however, we cannot obtain the right estimate in low SNR scenario. Accordingly, an improved method is proposed to estimate the ambiguity number.
The phase-compensated function is first constructed as
Multiplying (25) by the signal after RCM correction in the range-frequency and azimuth-time domain yields
Applying the IFFT on S (t aseg , f) with respect to f yields
Then the DLVT is applied on (27) with respect to t aseg and the ambiguity number k a_out is estimated as 
According to the estimatedf q andâ 2 , we can calculate the coarse estimate ofâ 1 +â 2 NT , which satisfies
and then construct the searching frequency function
2Nk amb_out /P + 2A + 1 within the range off q +â 2 NT . The corresponding searching velocity is computed to be v search = λ(f search −â 2 NT )/2. However, in real applications, k amb_in is selected to be k amb_in = 2Nk amb_out /P + 2(A − 1) − 1 : 1 : 2Nk amb_out /P + 2(A + 1) + 1 to ensure the correctness of the parameter estimates. The subsequent steps are the same as that in Section III-A. Fig. 3 shows the result of the proposed method for a fast moving target with the relative radial velocity of v c = 40 m/s and the relative radial acceleration of a c = 0.92 m/s 2 . Fig. 3 (a) shows the trajectory of the target after range compression. It can be seen that the signal energy spreads over a large number of range cells during the exposure time. Fig. 3(b) shows the result after RCM correction is performed. It is observed that the RCM cannot be well mitigated because of the ambiguous velocity. Fig. 3(c) shows the reciprocal of the entropy of the RCMC/integration. The ambiguity number can be easily determined with the correct value of k a_out = 1. Fig. 3(d) shows the result of RCM correction after the phase compensation with the estimated ambiguity number, from which it can be seen that the large RCM is eliminated completely. Then, segmented FFT is applied on the azimuth signal and the frequency walk occurs as shown in Fig. 3(e) . The Doppler KT is used to correct the frequency walk and the result is shown in Fig. 3(f) , from which it can be noted that the frequency walk is removed completely. After LVT, as shown in Fig. 3(g) , the target is well focused. The corresponding amplified plot is provided on the center. The frequency and chirp rate with the values of −19.32 Hz and 61.55 Hz/s, respectively, are also estimated. Fig. 3(h) shows the searching result of the inner ambiguity number within the frequency range centered at P RF from P RF /2 to 3P RF /2, in which the inner ambiguity number can be easily determined with the value of k amb_in = 46. According to the aforementioned analysis, the final estimates of the relative radial velocity 
IV. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Implementation of the SKT
It is worth mentioning that the conventional KT aligns the peak position of the echo envelope in each pulse repetition time (PRT) of each segment to that in the first PRT of each segment [17] , [35] . We present the KT processing in each segment during the exposure time in the following.
After rang compression, the received signal of the seg-th segment in the range-frequency and azimuth-time domain can be expressed as
Let t seg be t seg = t in + (seg − 1) · NT /P with t in = (0 : N/P − 1)T and seg = 1, 2, . . . , P . Then, (31) is further expressed as
Substituting the scaling factor t in = f c t in /(f + f c ) into the signal of the seg-th segment yields
Take the Sinc interpolation to realize KT and we have
Performing IFFT on S(t in , seg, f) with f yields, shown at the bottom of the page, where
. It can be seen from (35) that, after SKT operation, the peak positions of the envelopes of different segments are aligned to different range cells, which degrades the performance of the proposed method. An intuitive method to deal with this problem is to make the position of alignment of KT processing controllable, thereby move the peak positions of the envelopes of different segments to the same range cell. Hence, a modified realization of SKT is proposed to ensure (6) holds. The SKT implementation using Sinc interpolation is modified as
By using (36), the peak position of the envelope in each PRT of each segment is aligned to that in the first PRT of the first segment. This implementation can be carried out efficiently by Chirp-Z transform [36] , which is interpolation free and uses only complex multiplications. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the SKT through Chirp-Z transform.
B. Processing for Moving Targets With Marginal Velocity
The spectrum of a target may belong to one of the two cases shown in Fig. 5 . One case is the spectrum entirely in a PRF band, which satisfies f a ∈ k a_out PRF + [−PRF/2, PRF/2]; the other case is the spectrum is split into two parts by the mission PRF and spans over the neighboring PRF bands. For a real imaging system, the azimuth bandwidth is usually slightly smaller than PRF and the along-track velocity leads to spread of azimuth spectrum along azimuth. Therefore, the spectrum of Case II usually exists and we should do some pre-processing to avoid image smearing or artifacts in the scene. A moving target with marginal velocity [11] is defined as the target with the spectrum of Case II, which satisfies
. After RCM correction, the signal in the range-time and azimuth-time domain can be represented as
where G 1 and G 2 are the gains of the range compression for the two parts [located at the (k a_out − 1) th and k a_out th PRF], respectively.
From (37) , it is evident that, two straight lines exist with different slopes expressed as 
If k amb_out in the constructed compensation function satisfies k amb_out = k a_out − 1, the signal energy of s 1 (t aseg , τ) can be accumulated effectively and the correct parameter estimates can be obtained, while the signal energy of s 2 (t aseg , τ) cannot be accumulated completely, resulting in the defocused target. In the same way, if k amb_out in the constructed compensation function satisfies k amb_out = k a_out , the signal energy of s 2 (t aseg , τ) can be accumulated effectively and the correct parameter estimates can be obtained, while s 1 (t aseg , τ) will be defocused. That is, different parts may not be accumulated simultaneously and thus the maximum energy cannot be obtained. This phenomenon is disadvantageous to the parameter estimation. To avoid this problem, preprocessing should be performed on the target signal before estimating parameters. For the target with the Doppler bandwidth smaller than 1/(2T ), Doppler shifting by 1/(2T ) is implemented to ensure the spectrum of the signal is not split into two parts. The accurate implementation consists of the following major steps. First, the compensation function is constructed as
Then, multiplying (39) by (5) yields
After that, the proposed method in Section III is applied to (40) to achieve the estimates of the parameters.
The simulated data is employed to examine the correctness of the above method. Fig. 6 shows the results of a moving target with marginal velocity. The result after SKT operation is shown in Fig. 6(a) , from which we can find two trajectories with different slopes. Fig. 6(b) shows the signal after azimuth spectrum compression, from which it can be seen that the spectrum is split into two parts. Fig. 6(c) shows the trajectory of the target after Doppler shifting. From this figure, it can be seen that the trajectory turns into a straight line. Fig. 6(d) shows the result of azimuth spectrum compression applied to the signal after Doppler shifting. It can be seen that the Doppler spectrum is not split into two parts after shifting.
C. Processing for Multiple Moving Targets
From the aforementioned analysis, it is known that the proposed method can directly focus a slow moving target without knowing its motion parameters; while for a fast moving target, we just need to know its ambiguity number. For multiple moving targets with the same ambiguity number, phase compensation function is constructed with (25) and the precise parameter estimates can be achieved simultaneously. While for multiple moving targets with different ambiguity numbers, the phase compensation factors should be constructed, respectively. In this way, a moving target is expected to be well focused after compensating the phase related with the corresponding ambiguity number and to be defocused by a mismatched factor for other moving targets. The mismatching of (25) will result in a residual linear RCM and thus introduce defocusing. In this case, different constructed phase compensation functions H com2 (k amb_out , t aseg ) and H com (t, f ) are employed to achieve the parameter estimates of each target [11] . If the scattering intensities of multiple targets differ significantly, the clean technique [37] is employed to improve the accuracy of the estimates. 
D. Computational Complexity and Memory Cost
To reduce the computational complexity and memory cost, segmentation processing is introduced for parameter estimation. The SKT and DLVT operations can be implemented through parallel processing to reduce the storage memory cost. In addition, the operation of sliding window could be used to select the data of DLVT processing, which can further reduce the storage memory requirement for parameter estimation over a long observation interval. In many practical radar systems, the selection criteria of sliding window can be found in [38] .
In what follows, the computational complexity of the proposed DLVT and the direct LVT in [23] will be analyzed. As to the intra-segment FFT, P N 2P log 2 N P multiplications are needed. For the Doppler KT and the inter-segment LVT operation, 7 2 N log 2 P and 2 N P P 2 log 2 P multiplications are needed, respectively. Therefore, the overall complexity of the DLVT is N (2P log 2 P + 7 2 log 2 P + 1 2 log 2 N P ). The complexity of the direct LVT is 2N 2 log 2 N . Defining η as the complexity ratio of the DLVT to the direct LVT, the complexity ratio is computed to be η ≈ P log 2 P /(N log 2 N ) according to the aforementioned analysis. Taking N = 4096 and P = 256 for example, the complexity ratio can be η = 4.17%, i.e., only 4.17% of the direct LVT, which means that the complexity of the new approach is significantly lower and therefore makes this approach more suitable for real-time processing.
E. Output SNR
The detection performance can be examined in terms of the output SNR. According to [23] , the output SNR after the direct LVT operation is lower bounded by
N is the input SNR of the azimuth signal with σ 2 constant for a certain range cell, and N is the number of pulses during the exposure time.
Next we derive the output SNR of the proposed method. It is indicated in (15) that the energy of a target in each segment has been concentrated into the frequency resolution bin satisfying f q = a 1 after intra-segment FFT and its output SNR is
Nσ
2
N /P denote the powers of signal and noise after intrasegment FFT, respectively. After the frequency walk correction and the inter-segment LVT operation, the output SNR is lower bounded by
(42) can be further simplified as
From (41) and (43), it can be seen that the lower bound of the new approach is equal to that of the direct LVT. It should be noted that the additional SNR loss of the segmentation processing is not considered during the theoretical derivation of SN R out2 . In practical applications, the scalloping loss exists in intra-segment FFT operation. However, it can be decreased through windowed FFT operation or FFT with zero-padding.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, some results with simulated and real data are presented to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm and comparisons are performed between the proposed SKT-DLVT and the method in [23] for slow and fast moving targets.
A. Simulated Data
The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table I . The signal is embedded in complex white Gaussian noise and Fig. 8 . RMSE of (a) velocity and (b) acceleration against input SNRs via the SKT-DLVT and the method in [23] for the slow moving target. Figs. 8(a, b) and 9(a, b) that the estimation accuracy of the proposed SKT-DLVT is high in low SNR scenario because of its effective coherent integration. However, the accuracy of parameter estimates of SKT-DLVT is slightly worse than that of the method in [23] because of the approximation in the processing, which can be reflected by the deduction from (13) to (14) . Because of this approximation, there is an offset between the estimated parameters and the theoretical values. Besides, since LVT and DLVT both apply FFT operation, the picket-fence effect [39] of the FFT operation may also cause different parameter estimation errors. It should be noted that the slower moving target is easier to detect at lower SNRs because of the picket-fence effect of the FFT operation. The frequency of the slower moving target is closer to the frequency position of the FFT spectrum.
Finally, the computational complexity comparison between the proposed DLVT and the method in [23] (i.e., the direct LVT) is shown in Fig. 10 . The computational amount curves versus different numbers of pulses, i.e., N = 2 n , n = 8, 9, 10, . . . , 13, are plotted for different numbers of segments P . It is evident that the DLVT method has much lower computational complexity than the direct LVT method.
Based on the above analysis, we know that, compared to the method in [23] , the proposed DLVT method obtains a good balance between the computational cost and the estimation performance, making it more suitable for real applications.
B. Real Data
Part of the RADARSAT-1 Vancouver scene data [5] were selected to verify our proposed method and analysis. The system parameters of these data are given in Table II and the proposed procedure is performed on the selected target (labeled in Fig. 11(a) ). Fig. 11(b) shows the result after SKT, from which it can be seen that the large RCM cannot be eliminated completely because of the velocity ambiguity. Fig. 11(c) shows the reciprocal of the entropy of the RCMC/integration. The ambiguity number can be easily determined with the value of k a_out = −6. Fig. 11(d) shows the SKT result after the phase compensation with the estimated ambiguity number, from which it can be seen that the large RCM is eliminated completely. After DLVT, as shown in Fig. 11(e) , the target is well focused. The relative radial velocity and acceleration between radar and target with the values of −204.9606 m/s and 50.1447 m/s 2 , respectively, are also estimated. The corresponding frequency and chirp rate are equal to −7247.0132 Hz and 1773.0205 Hz/s, respectively, which is consistent with the results in [19] and therefore verifies the effectiveness of the new approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a parametric estimation method for ground moving targets. For slow moving targets with unambiguous velocity, it can estimate the parameters of targets simultaneously without specific knowledge on the targets' motions. For fast moving targets, i.e., in the presence of velocity ambiguity, only its ambiguity number, which can be well estimated by calculating the image entropy (in medium-to high-SNR scenarios) or searching directly within the limited range (in low SNR scenario), is needed, to achieve the parameter estimates accurately. Because of the scaling transform of DLVT, the energy of cross-term interference cannot be accumulated as the auto-term, and thus the new approach does not suffer from the considerable troublesome cross-term interference, making it work well for multiple targets. The SKT and DLVT are inherently suitable for parallel implementation and the computations can be parallelized to run on multiple processors with the same (or very similar) program and at the same duration. It can achieve accurate parameter estimation in low SNR scenario because of its effective coherent integration. The performance of the proposed algorithm has been validated by experimental results of simulated data and real data, which shows that the proposed algorithm serves as a good candidate for GMTI. 
